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Welcome to MGC

It is not the challenges that inspire us, it is the eye-opening moments when we find the solutions, often beyond our wildest imagination, that keep us innovative.

Welcome to the Matekane Group of Companies, welcome to our world of innovation. Established in 1986 as a small sole proprietor in transport with one truck, today we house exceptional teams in Construction, Mining, Aviation, Farming and Property.
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VISION, MISSION and VALUES

VISION
“To be a world class corporation that will embody different industries, take up any challenge and deliver”

MISSION
We are passionate about what we do, We deliver on time, We meet clients expectations, We are MGC
• To continually improve in service excellence and technology
• To have the ability to adjust to continuous market changes
• To continually contribute to the development of industries we are involved in such as construction, aviation, property development and mining

CORPORATE VALUES
• Presentable at all times
• Good business ethics
• Enthusiasm
• Passion for what we do
• Accountability
• Integrity
INTRODUCTION
MGC’s main activity is to manage the different subsidiaries across the group. Matekane transport and Plant Hire, Matekane Mining Investment Company, Matekane Farming, MGC Aviation and Matekane Property all form MGC and as a result has grown to be the largest recognized private company in Lesotho. So far MGC has recruited 945 employees in all different companies.
- In 1992 MGC founded Matekane Transport and Plant Hire an operation intended to pursue new opportunities in road construction.
- In 2004 MGC has gone on to invest in operations as a recognised supplier of heavy industry equipment to a diamond mine and civil engineering projects in Lesotho.
- Since 2007 Matekane Farming has acquired two farms namely Bellavista and Rowen in Free State. These two farms practice animal and crop farming.
- In 2009, MGC Aviation was officially launched and has so far acquired five aircrafts.
- MGC has recently ventured into the housing and property development.
- MGC-RST Mozambique, is a Coal Mine in Mozambique that we are operating currently
Matekane Transport and Construction
SERVICES

We specialize in roads construction, roads rehabilitation and associated infrastructure development, including bridges, culverts and water collection tanks. In Plant Hire every project has unique requirements ranging from size to time and resources. Understanding this has helped us to build a team that provides solutions to every individual need. We have recently completed the construction of urban roads upgrading to Bitumen in Maseru, Mafeteng, Quthing, Berea, Thaba Tseka and Mokhotlong. Our project managers start from nothing to blacktop in design, contracting, implementation, supervision, and maintenance of roads to deliver outstanding projects on time.

Our success is based on our strong commitment to Quality, Safety, Innovation, Flexibility and Customer Satisfaction. Our equipment includes tipper trucks excavators, graders, loaders, rollers, dozers, tractor loaders backhoes (TLBs), premix asphalt plant and chip spreader.
MGC’s introduction to the property market, has unfold in the residential property at Mpiolo Estate and MGC Park which is a multi storey office block that house our head quarters. At Mpiolo Estate, we accommodate both Middle and High Income houses. These quality homes are both for sale and rental. Our vision will continue to unfold in the development of Hilton Estate, the second phase of MGC Park and the Mpiolo Boutique Hotel which is now under construction.
Our luxurious high income houses at Mpilo Estates.
MGC Park Office Block
Matekane Mining Investment Company
We entered the Mining scene in 2004 and have assembled the best and latest mining machinery from leading manufacturers to supply blasting and haulage services for mining. We do drilling, blasting, loading, hauling services of diamond.

Matekane Mining Investment Company is currently engaged in various projects in open-pit mining or "open-cast mining".
We have stretched to Mozambique where we also excavate and load coal deposits from the mines to the plant. The coal operation in Mozambique started in April 2012 and is producing 2 million bank cubic meters per month. This will grow to a 10 million bank cubic meters per year operation.
MGC Aviation was established in 2009 and has since acquired two helicopters, a Hawker private jet and two CRJ200 regional jets, which has brought the total to five. MGC Aviation have woken up the need to connect with distant relatives, friends and do business across the borders of Lesotho.

We are able to land at any location and provide services to remote destinations including humanitarian and relief charters.

**Below are some of the services we offer:**

- International and national charter
- VIP Charter
- Corporate and incentive travel
- Aerial Photography Support
- Product launch events
- Tourism
- Sporting events
- Hospitality flights
- Survey work
- Medical response
Corporate Social Responsibility
As a good corporate citizen, MGC has seen a need to respond positively to the community in which it operates and have an impact on. We engage in Corporate Social Responsibility issues in order to pursue long term goals that are good for the society not just for profit but doing what is right, just and fair. In addition MGC hold an award as a good corporate citizen based on our corporate social responsibility initiative and investments over the past 12 months.

The MGC social responsibility view is that MGC should be concerned with social issues like: Education, Sports, Community, Services and Health.
60 students from selected Lesotho districts are been sponsored from Primary to high school level, with full uniform, boarding fees and books.
Each year MGC is awarded in different sectors for outstanding work. Among others, for 2013 MGC received the following 8 PMR awards:

- CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES (ROAD WORKS) IN LESOTHO, MGC is highest rated on an overall rating we received the Diamond Arrow Award.
- SUPPLIERS OF HEAVY INDUSTRY EQUIPMENT IN LESOTHO, MGC is highest rated on an overall rating we received the Diamond Arrow Award.
- PROPERTY DEVELOPERS IN LESOTHO, MGC is highest rated on an overall rating and we received the Diamond Arrow.
- PLANT HIRE COMPANIES IN LESOTHO, MATEKANE TRANSPORT & PLANT HIRE is highest rated on an overall rating and we received the Diamond Arrow Award.
- PRIVATE AIR CHARTER COMPANIES IN LESOTHO, MGC AVIATION is highest rated on an overall rating and we received the Diamond Arrow Award.
- COMPANY DOING MOST TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT IN LESOTHO, MGC is highest rated on an overall rating and we received the Golden Arrow Award.
- COMPANY HELD IN HIGH ESTEEM AS GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENS BASED ON THEIR CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY INITIATIVES AND INVESTMENTS OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS IN LESOTHO, MGC is highest rated on an overall rating of 4.05 out of a possible 5.00, and received the Golden Arrow Award.